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In diode pumped alkali lasers (DPALs), lasing action occurs on the resonant lines of alkali atoms

following pumping by broadband semiconductor lasers. The goal is to convert the efficient but

usually poor optical quality of inexpensive diode lasers into the high optical quality of atomic

vapor lasers. Resonant excitation of alkali vapor leads to plasma formation through the excitation

transfer from the 2P states to upper lying states, which then are photoionized by the pump and

intracavity radiation. A first principles global model was developed to investigate the operation of

the He/Cs DPAL system and the consequences of plasma formation on the efficiency of the laser.

Over a range of pump powers, cell temperatures, excitation frequency, and mole fraction of the

collision mixing agent (N2 or C2H6), we found that sufficient plasma formation can occur that the

Cs vapor is depleted. Although N2 is not a favored collisional mixing agent due to large rates of

quenching of the 2P states, we found a range of pump parameters where laser oscillation may

occur. The poor performance of N2 buffered systems may be explained in part by plasma

formation. We found that during the operation of the DPAL system with N2 as the collisional

mixing agent, plasma formation is in excess of 1014–1015 cm�3, which can degrade laser output

intensity by both depletion of the neutral vapor and electron collisional mixing of the laser levels.

Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4967749]

I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor diode lasers have the advantage of pro-

ducing high power with high electrical-to-optical efficiency;

however, they typically suffer from poor optical quality.1

First demonstrated in 2003,2 the diode pumped alkali laser

(DPAL) is a method whereby the usually poor optical quality

of intensity from inexpensive laser diodes can be converted

into the high optical quality radiation from an atomic laser.

The DPAL concept was a response to the challenges that

faced diode-pumped solid state lasers3 to achieve near-

diffraction-limited operation due to thermo-optical phenom-

ena inherent to solid state gain media such as mechanical

stress-birefringence and thermally induced focusing. In a

DPAL, diode lasers are used to optically pump a mixture of

a rare gas and an alkali vapor, obtaining lasing action on the

resonance line of the alkali vapor. The alkali vapor as an

optical gain media has a relatively narrow optical bandwidth

of a few tenths of a nanometer. DPAL devices therefore

have the ability to efficiently convert the relatively broad-

band (1–3 nm) and low-brightness (M2� 1000) output of

commercial laser diode pump arrays into high-brightness

laser emission. Since DPAL pumping of the alkali laser

occurs on the resonant transition of the alkali atom, the quan-

tum energy defect (1� kpump/klaser) is only 2%–4%, enabling

potentially high system efficiency.4–9

In DPAL, the resonant transition of the alkali atom, typi-

cally the 2P3/2! 2S1/2 (D2 line), is pumped by the diode laser

followed by collisional quenching of the alkali atom to the

2P1/2 level. Lasing then occurs on the 2P1/2! 2S1/2 transition

(D1 line). These conditions require that the upper laser level is

inverted with respect to the ground state of the alkali atom.

Recent studies of Rb and K based DPAL have yielded total

efficiencies in excess of 50% (Refs. 4 and 5) and slope effi-

ciencies in excess of 80%.6 Models predict efficiencies exceed-

ing 90%. Our interest here is on the DPAL using Cs vapor.

LIBORS (laser ionization based on resonance saturation),

first proposed by Measures,10 is an efficient means for produc-

ing plasmas in alkali vapor with a low intensity laser. The

absorption of pump radiation by the resonant line (D1 or D2)

of the alkali produces a large density of the 2P1/2,3/2 states.

Electron heating by super-elastic relaxation of the laser

produced 2P states can rapidly avalanche the alkali vapor by

electron impact to nearly full ionization.10 Energy pooling

(M*þM*!M**þM) or electron impact excitation

(eþM* !M**þ e) processes transfer excitation from 2P

states to upper lying states, which may then be photoionized

by the pump. In many alkali vapors, the process can be initi-

ated by associative ionization (M*þM*!M2
þþ e) of the

resonant states. The associative ionization process in Cs is

endothermic for the lowest resonant states and so requires

states higher than Cs(62P1/2, 62P3/2) to directly form the dimer

ion at moderate gas temperatures. With pre-existing or laser

generated seed electrons, super-elastic electron heating and

photoionization during DPAL operation may result in plasma

formation through a LIBORS-like process. The resulting

plasma may then have potential to reduce or quench laser

oscillation through electron collision mixing. Huennekens

et al.11 experimentally investigated the ionization and popula-

tion of high-lying atomic states in Cs by resonant excitation

of Cs(7 P) states. They found that the resonant excitation
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resulted in formation of plasma sustained by electron impact

ionization, which increases with power, where the electrons

are previously heated by superelastic collisions. The potential

for plasma formation during DPAL operation in Cs vapor is

the focus of this paper.

Plasma formation in Cs vapor is one potential avenue

for decreasing laser power. Gas heating followed by rarefac-

tion is another factor that may detrimentally affect laser per-

formance. Although the energy defect in DPAL is small, it is

finite, and saturation of the laser levels may not be complete.

The residual pump power then produces gas heating and rar-

efaction of the laser media. Gas heating and rarefaction have

been experimentally observed and are known to produce

degradation in laser performance.12–17 Shaffer et al.18 exper-

imentally measured two-dimensional temperature profiles of

the Cs-methane DPAL, where methane is used as a colli-

sional relaxant to convert 2P3/2 to 2P1/2. They found that with

a 20 W continuous pump and the DPAL operating at 9 W,

the gas temperature increased by 58 �C. Vadla et al.12

showed that resonant excitation of the 6 P states of Cs vapor

also resulted in plasma formation and gas heating. They sug-

gested that direct conversion of the energy of laser produced

excited states to the kinetic energy of the atoms may be a

contributing factor to gas heating and rarefaction. This

mechanism requires strong pumping and a large ground state

Cs density. Barmashenko et al.19 found that ionization dur-

ing Cs DPAL likely has a weak effect on the laser operation,

although the power not emitted as laser intensity will be

directly transferred to gas heating. The detrimental effects of

gas heating in DPAL can be addressed by convective cooling

from flowing gas.19–22 Barmashenko et al.19 developed a

semi-analytical model of a DPAL using flowing gas and

found that laser power can be increased during high power

pumping by convective cooling.

In this paper, results from a computational investigation of

the pulsed DPAL system in He/Cs mixtures are discussed.

Pumping is on the 62S1/2! 62P3/2 D2(852.35 nm) transition of

Cs with lasing occurring on the 62P1/2! 62S1/2 D1(894.59 nm)

transition. The collisional mixing agent transfers excitation from

62P3/2 to 62P1/2. Two collisional transfer species were investi-

gated. The first most common collisional relaxant use for Cs

DPAL is ethane, C2H6. The second is nitrogen, N2. Due to the

high quenching coefficient by N2 for the Cs(62 P) states, laser

oscillation is difficult to achieve with N2. However, this investi-

gation is focused on the possible formation of plasma and its

consequences on laser action. The behavior between C2H6 and

N2 is distinctly different in this regard, and so a comparison of

the two buffer gases provides insights into fundamental pro-

cesses in plasma formation. In spite of the challenges of DPAL

with an N2 buffer, we have computationally found a regime

where operating with a high pump rate and highly saturated

laser transitions may allow laser oscillation. Although not the

focus of this paper, these results may nevertheless also provide

insights into a new operating regime for DPAL.

A parametric study of the plasma production and laser

operation was performed as a function of the collisional

relaxant and its mole fraction, pump power and cell tempera-

ture (Cs vapor pressure), and pulse shape and repetition

frequency. The model consists of 43 species and many

hundreds of reactions. With such a large number of reac-

tions, it is difficult to follow the interaction pathways of

each species responsible for the generation or losses of the

species of interest.23 To provide insights into these pro-

cesses, the analysis tool PumpKin was used.23 PumpKin is a

post-processing tool24 which aids in identifying mechanisms

by combining elementary reactions that produce and con-

sume the short-lifetime (fast) species into reactive pathways.

We found that plasma formation may occur having elec-

tron densities up to 1014 cm�3 (for C2H6 collisional relaxant)

and 1015 cm�3 (for N2) for high pulse repetition frequency

and high pump powers of 20–50 kW/cm2. These plasma

densities correspond to the Cs being up to 80% ionized.

The plasma density builds up on a pulse-to-pulse basis and

reaches a pulse-periodic steady state after 5–80 pulses

(depending on power and pulse shape). The plasma forma-

tion decreases laser intensity by depletion of the Cs and by

collisional quenching of the laser levels. The model used in

this investigation is described in Sec. II. DPAL operation

and plasma formation are discussed in Sec. III. Our conclud-

ing remarks are in Sec. IV.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The model used in this investigation is Global_Kin, a

global plasma kinetics model that is described in Ref. 25. In

Global_Kin, rate equations for species densities, tempera-

tures, pump intensities, and laser intensities are integrated as

a function of time over successive pulsed periods. Electron

impact processes are included for elastic and inelastic colli-

sions, including electronic and vibrational excitation, super-

elastic collisions, ionization, and recombination. All rate

coefficients for electron impact processes are functions of

electron temperature, Te, which is determined by solving an

electron energy conservation equation. The rate coefficients

are obtained from solutions of Boltzmann’s equation for the

electron energy distribution function.

The DPAL systems we investigated were sustained in

mixtures of He/Cs/M, where M is either N2 or C2H6.

The energy levels of the Cs atom as well as allowed spec-

troscopic transitions between the excited states are shown

in Fig. 1. The pumping occurs at D2(852.35 nm), on

the Cs(62S1/2)!Cs(62P3/2) transition and lasing occurs

on the D1(894.59 nm) transition, Cs(62P1/2)!Cs(62S1/2).

FIG. 1. Energy level diagram for cesium (Cs) DPAL and species in the

mode.
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Collisional mixing (spin orbit relaxation) of the 2P3/2 and
2P1/2 levels is the key part of this three-level (in fact, a

quasi-two-level) laser scheme. During the spin-orbit relaxa-

tion, an electron in the 2P3/2 state is transferred to 2P1/2 state

through inelastic collisions with a buffer gas. The energy

difference between the 2P levels is transferred to transla-

tional, rotational, or vibrational modes of the buffer gas or

the translational energy of the Cs atom. It is critical that the

buffer gas not unnecessarily quench the 2P population to the
2S1/2 ground level, as this will degrade laser efficiency and

increase gas heating. This means that the buffer gases

should have relatively large mixing rate (cross section) and

small quenching rates of the 2P levels.

The reaction mechanism includes 471 reactions for He/

C2H6/Cs and 515 reactions for He/N2/Cs among the follow-

ing species: e, Cs(62S1/2, 62P1/2, 62P3/2, 52D3/2, 52D5/2, 72S1/2,

72P1/2, 72P3/2, Ryd), Csþ, Cs2, Cs2
þ, Cs2*, He, He2*, Heþ,

He2
þ, He(23S, 21S, 23P, 21P, 3P, 3S), N, Nþ, N*, N4

þ, N2,

N2(v), N2*, N2**, N2
þ, C2H6, C2H6(v13, v24), C2H6

þ,

C2H6
þ, and C2H6

�. The diode laser pump intensity, up, and

laser intensities for the Cs(62P1/2)!Cs(62S1/2) transition,

ul(894.59 nm) and the Cs(62P3/2)!Cs(62S1/2) transition,

u2(852.35 nm), are also included. The electron impact cross

sections for Cs were calculated using fully relativistic all-

electron B-spline R-matrix (BSR) with pseudo-states ansatz

with 311 coupled states.26 The model includes all electron

impact processes with He, C2H6, and Cs. Loss mechanisms

for charged particles, such as diffusion and recombination on

walls, are also included, although for the conditions of inter-

est collisional radiative recombination is the dominant

charged particle loss mechanism. The initial Cs/Cs2 densities

were determined by the vapor pressure based on the tempera-

ture of the cell (350 K–450 K). Gas temperature is also com-

puted, and the consequences of rarefaction are coupled to

plasma formation through changes in densities and rate coef-

ficients in the appropriate rate equations. We used the same

laser cell as described in Ref. 26, which is a 5 cm long resona-

tor with a rear mirror having 100% reflectivity and output

coupler with 98% reflectivity for the laser wavelength. We

assume that the laser is longitudinally pumped with single

pass of the pump beam.

As discussed below, plasma formation results from exci-

tation transfer of Cs(62 P) states produced by the pump to

higher lying excited states. The higher lying states enable

Penning reactions [e.g., Cs(62P1/2)þCs(72P1/2,3/2,Ryd)

!CsþþCsþ e] or photoionization by the pump laser to

produce plasma. The plasma is then self-sustained by supere-

lastic heating from all of the Cs excited states [eþCs*!Cs

þ ehot]. Depending on operating conditions (e.g., cell tempera-

ture, pump intensity, collisional relaxant agent), the excitation

transfer out of the Cs(62 P) results from electron impact or by

energy pooling reactions [Cs(62 P)þCs(62 P)!CsþCs**].

III. DPAL OPERATION AND PLASMA FORMATION

Pumping of DPAL is typically characterized by low

power and long pulse length, or cw pumping. In order to

examine high pumping rates that may provide laser oscilla-

tion with an N2 buffer, pulsed excitation was examined. As a

base case, the diode laser pump at 852 nm had a 1 ls pulse

length with 50 ns rise and fall times, with a pulse repetition

frequency (PRF) of 1 kHz. At least 100 pump cycles were

simulated to achieve a pulse-periodic steady state in laser

intensities and excited state densities. The pump cell was

maintained at 400 K while containing 600 Torr of He and Cs

vapor ([Cs]¼ 7.1� 1013 cm�3, mole fraction 4.9� 10�6).

When adding the collisional relaxant (N2 or C2H6), the mole

fraction of He was adjusted to maintain the total pressure at

600 Torr for the initial temperature. The collisional relaxant

mole fraction was varied from 0.001 to 0.5. The pump inten-

sities were varied from 0.5 to 50 kW/cm2, pump pulse repeti-

tion frequencies from 1 to 25 kHz, and the cell temperatures

were varied from 350 to 450 K. By keeping pump energy per

pulse (10 kW/cm2� 1 ls) and repetition frequency (1 kHz)

constant, we varied the pulse length from 0.1 to 5 ls. The

pulse-periodic steady state results were not sensitive to the

value of initial electron density, which was 106 cm�3.

The density of species responsible for lasing are shown

in Fig. 2 for the 100th pulse for a 20 kW/cm2 pump for the

He/M/Cs¼ 85/15/4.9� 10�6 (M¼N2 or C2H6) DPAL sys-

tem. The laser is operating. For the N2 buffer, a pulse-

FIG. 2. Density of species responsible for lasing at 894 nm during the 100th

pulse for buffer mole fractions of (a) [N2]¼ 0.15 and (b) [C2H6]¼ 0.15. The

total pressure is 600 Torr.
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periodic steady state is reached after only 5 pump pulses. At

the beginning of the pump pulse, the electron density is

2.5� 1011 cm�3, rising to 9� 1011 cm�3 during the pump

pulse. During the inter-pulse period, collisional radiative

recombination (Csþþ eþ e!Cs(62P1/2,3/2)þ e) reduces the

electron density to the pre-pulse value. In C2H6, this range of

electron density is (4.5–14)� 1011 cm�3. The ion density

consists essentially of Csþ. Upon starting of pumping (t¼ 0

in the figures), the Cs(62S1/2) ground state is depleted by the

pump with approximately half of its population appearing in

each of the Cs(62P1/2,3/2). With laser oscillation on the

Cs(62P1/2) !Cs(62S1/2) D1(894.59 nm) transition, the ratio

of the degeneracies of the upper and lower laser levels is the

same. Upon reaching threshold, laser oscillation heavily sat-

urates the laser transitions and the densities of these two

states are essentially the same. The density of the Cs(62P3/2),

which is being pumped, is higher than that of the saturated

laser levels.

The pump pulse depletes the population of the ground

state Cs(62S1/2) into the Cs(62P1/2) and Cs(62P3/2) excited

states. The buffer gas (ethane or nitrogen) then collisionally

relaxes the Cs(62P3/2) to the Cs(62P1/2), which upon stimu-

lated emission on the D1(894.59 nm) transition line and

repopulates the ground state Cs(62S1/2). The rate coefficient

for collisional relaxation of the 2P3/2 state to the 2P1/2 state

by N2 is 7.7� 10�11 cm3 s�1 (Ref. 27) and by C2H6 is

3.0� 10�10 cm3 s�1 at 300 K.27,28

Csð62P3=2Þ þ C2H6ð0; v13; v24Þ
! Csð62P1=2Þ þ C2H6ð0; v13; v24Þ 3:0� 10�10 cm3 s�1;

(1)

Csð62P1=2Þ þ C2H6ð0; v13; v24Þ
! Csð62P3=2Þ þ C2H6ð0; v13; v24Þ 8:1� 10�11cm3s�1;

(2)

Csð62P3=2Þ þ N2ð0; vÞ ! Csð62P1=2Þ þ N2ð0; vÞ
7:7� 10�11cm3s�1; (3)

Csð62P1=2Þ þ N2ð0; vÞ ! Csð62P3=2Þ þ N2ð0; vÞ
1:4� 10�11cm3s�1: (4)

For otherwise the same pump conditions, the lower rate

of quenching of 2P3/2 to 2P1/2 by N2 results in the density of
2P3/2 being higher (3.5� 1013 cm�3) with N2 as a buffer than

C2H6 (2.7� 1013 cm�3). The larger density of 2P3/2 then

results in a lower saturation density of the 2P1/2 and 2S1/2

during oscillation with N2, 1.7� 1013 cm�3, compared with

2.1� 1013 cm�3 with C2H6 as the buffer. The lower saturated

densities result in lower laser intensity. On the other hand,

higher 2P3/2 densities result in higher electron heating by

superelastic relaxation.

The electron and gas temperatures, shown in Fig. 3, rise

on a pulse-to-pulse basis and reach pulse periodic steady state

values after tens of pulses. The electron temperature, Te,

increases during the pump pulse from essentially being in

thermal equilibrium with the gas (0.03 eV or 400 K) to 0.2 eV

in N2. The modulation of Te during pumping with C2H6 is

small. The heating of electrons is dominant by superelastic

relaxation of the Cs(2P) states.26 Since the rate of excitation

of Cs(2P) is essentially the same in both systems, the rate of

electron heating is also essentially the same. The electron

energy is dissipated by electron impact excitation of the

Cs(2P) states to higher levels, and by electron impact excita-

tion of the vibrational states of the collisional mixer. The cross

sections for vibrational excitation of N2 have a higher thresh-

old (1.3 eV) compared with the threshold energy for C2H6

(0.15 eV), and so the rate coefficients for electron impact

vibrational excitation of C2H6 are significantly larger than

for N2 at low electron temperatures. Therefore, the power

acquired by electrons through superelastic relaxation of

Cs(2P) is rapidly dissipated by vibrational excitation of C2H6,

which then produces a lower Te.

Energy pooling collisions between Cs(62P1/2) atoms

populate the Cs(72P1/2,3/2) states with a rate coefficient

of 7.0� 10�10 cm3 s�1 and the high-lying Rydberg levels

Cs* þCs*!Cs Cs(Ryd) with a rate coefficient of

1.0� 10�10 cm3 s�1.29 Once these Cs upper states are

formed, excitation transfer back to the buffer can populate

vibrational states of nitrogen and ethane: N2þCs*!N2(v)

þCs with a rate coefficient of 6.3� 10�12 cm3 s�1 and C2H6

þCs*$C2H6(v13,v24)þCs with a rate coefficient of

FIG. 3. Electron and gas temperatures when lasing at 894 nm during the

100th pulse for buffer mole fractions of (a) [N2]¼ 0.15 and (b)

[C2H6]¼ 0.15.
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3.3� 10�12 cm3 s�1.30 Vibrational-translational (V-T) relax-

ation leads to the thermalization of the vibrational energy of

the molecules, a process that is faster with C2H6.30

Penning and associative ionization by Cs excited states

higher than 7 P are exothermic, with the excess energy car-

ried by the emitted electron with energies from 0.01 eV to

1.71 eV. These associative and Penning ionization reactions,

as well as the superelastic collisions, can transfer energy

from excited atoms into the electrons. The electron impact

cross sections for excitation of Cs, similar to other alkali

atoms, are large with values of greater than 100 Å2 at ener-

gies of a few eV.26 These large cross sections enable the effi-

cient coupling of the electrons to the excited states of Cs and

are in part responsible for efficient laser-induced plasma for-

mation in alkali vapors.12,26

The electron density and laser output intensity of the

894 nm transition as a function of the mole fraction of N2

and C2H6 are shown in Fig. 4. In spite of the rapid quenching

of Cs(6 P) by N2, at sufficiently high pump rates, laser oscil-

lation occurs. Three regions of operation occur for both of

the gas mixtures: low mole fraction (no lasing, low electron

densities), medium mole fraction (increasing lasing intensity,

increasing electron density), and high mole fraction

(saturated lasing intensity, increasing electron density). In

the first regime, a low mole fraction of buffer gas results in

insufficient collisional relaxation of Cs(62P3/2) to Cs(62P1/2),

which produces low electron densities and no lasing. In the

next regime, the increase in quencher mole fraction results in

an increase in lasing intensities up to their saturated values

while the electron density continues to increase. The thresh-

olds of this regime are mole fractions of 0.003 for ethane and

0.01 for nitrogen. In the next regime, the laser intensities are

saturated due to the finite pump power. The thresholds of

this regime are 0.05 for ethane and 0.2 for nitrogen, with the

differences being due to the higher rates of collisional mix-

ing by ethane.

IV. PUMP-PULSE LENGTH AND FREQUENCY

An important factor affecting the laser performance is the

length of the pump pulse. The laser intensity and electron

density are shown in Fig. 5 for pump pulse lengths of 0.1–5 ls

while keeping the frequency (1 kHz), cell temperature (400 K),

and pump energy per pulse constant (10 kW/cm2� 1 ls

¼ 10 mJ/cm2). When increasing the pulse length while keeping

the energy per pulse constant, the pump intensity decreases.

So higher pump intensities in the figure correspond to shorter

pulse lengths. As a reference, in Fig. 5 we also show the laser

intensity and the electron density for a constant 1 ls pulse

while varying pump intensity. For a constant pulse length,

increasing pump laser intensity increases pump energy.

For pump intensities below 10 kW/cm2 (or pulse lengths of

1–5 ls), the laser intensity is determined by the input power

and it is not sensitive to changes in pulse length or total pump

energy. For pump powers up to 3.5 kW/cm2, the electron den-

sity increases. On the other hand, the electron density is sensi-

tive to pulse length. In spite of the pump intensity being lower,

the longer pulse lengths enable the electron density to continue

to build to higher values. With high pump intensities, the

shorter pulse length results in a lower electron density.

Pump-pulse frequency provides additional control on

plasma formation and can significantly affect the laser per-

formance. The electron density and laser intensity for the

894 nm transition as a function of pump repetition frequen-

cies of 1–25 kHz for N2 containing mixtures are shown in

Fig. 6. With a fixed 1 ls pulse length increasing, pulse repeti-

tion frequency decreases the inter-pulse period. The shorter

inter-pulse period allows the electron density to accumulate

on a pulse-to-pulse basis, thereby producing higher average

electron densities. The higher electron densities excite the

Cs(2P) to higher levels. These Cs* densities then deplete the

laser levels in associative and Penning ionization reactions,

or by energy-pooling reactions. As a result, the Cs(62P1/2)

densities and hence the laser intensities decrease with

increasing pulse repetition frequency.

V. PUMP INTENSITY AND TEMPERATURE

Peak laser intensities at 894 nm for Cs cell temperatures

of 350–450 K (1 kHz, 1 ls pulse duration) are shown in

Fig. 7 as a function of pump-pulse power. For both ethane

and nitrogen buffer gases, the laser intensity increases with

pump power while the threshold pump intensity increases
FIG. 4. System performance as a function of the mole fraction of C2H6 and

N2. (a) Electron densities and (b) laser intensity at 894 nm.
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with cell temperature. With increasing cell temperature, the

vapor pressure of Cs increases, and so an increase in pump

power is needed to invert the ground state. In all cases, laser

intensities eventually saturate with pump power. The satura-

tion results from the pump rate being limited by the Cs vapor

density and indicates that the maximum inversion density

has been reached. The higher the temperature, the higher the

Cs vapor density and, hence, the higher the possible inver-

sion density. The 894 nm lasing efficiencies as a function of

the pump intensity with nitrogen and with ethane buffers

are shown in Fig. 8. DPAL with ethane as a collisional relax-

ant has a predicted efficiency of 80%, whereas the maximum

efficiency for nitrogen relaxant is near 60%. The predicted

efficiency with ethane is comparable to that measured exper-

imentally6 but less than the quantum efficiency of 95%.

The processes limiting efficiency are energy pooling of the

Cs(62 P) levels, electron excitation out of the Cs(62 P) levels

to higher levels, and losses due to photoionization. These

processes are discussed below. The pump power required for

peak efficiency is an increasing function of cell temperature,

as the higher Cs vapor pressure is able to utilize the increas-

ing pump intensity.

Electron densities are shown in Fig. 9 as a function of

pump rates and Cs cell temperatures of 350–450 K. For cell

FIG. 5. System properties as a function of pump intensity for a pump fre-

quency of 1 kHz. Results are shown for a constant pulse energy while vary-

ing pulse length (normalized to 10 kW/cm2� 1 ls) and for a constant pulse

length (1 ls) while varying intensity. When increasing pulse intensity with

constant energy per pulse, the pulse length decreases. (a) Laser intensity and

(b) electron density. The temperature is 400 K and buffer mole fraction is

[N2]¼ 0.15.

FIG. 6. Electron density and laser intensity at 894 nm as a function of pump

frequency.

FIG. 7. Laser intensity at 894 nm as a function of the pump intensity for buf-

fers of (a) N2 and (b) C2H6 for Cs cell temperatures of 350–450 K.
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temperatures less than 400 K, comparable electron densities

are produced with both buffer gases. Above 400 K (and Cs

vapor densities above 7.14� 1013 cm�3), the electron density

for the N2 buffer grows to be an order of magnitude higher

than for C2H6. This increase in electron density is in large

part a result of the higher electron temperature in N2. For

temperatures above 400 K, the laser intensity with the C2H6

buffer continues to increase with increasing pump intensity.

With the N2 buffer, laser intensities decrease at the higher

pump intensities. This disparity between N2 and C2H6 buf-

fers can be attributed to the larger plasma density in N2

which depletes the laser levels, either by ionization or excita-

tion to higher levels.

With both buffer gases, the electron density has a signif-

icant increase between 400 K and 425 K (Cs vapor densities

of 7.14� 1013 to 2.45� 1014 cm�3). In the following analy-

sis, we investigate the dominant pathways for the formation

of plasma for an N2 buffered system pumped at 20 kW/cm2,

where the fractional ionization [e]/[Cs] increases from 0.01

(for 400 K) to 0.38 (for 425 K). This increase in plasma den-

sity is enabled by an increase in electron temperature during

the pump pulse from 0.19 eV (400 K) to 0.32 eV (450 K).

400 K: The pump excites Cs(62S1/2) into the Cs(62P3/2)

state, and the collisional relaxant (N2 in this case) transfers

excitation from Cs(62P3/2) to Cs(62P1/2). The dominant

plasma forming pathways are then

Csð62P1=2Þ þ Csð62P1=2Þ ! Csð62S1=2Þ þ Csð72P1=2;3=2Þ
uð894 nmÞ þ Csð72P1=2;3=2Þ ! Csþ þ e 63%;

Csð62P1=2Þ þ Csð62P1=2Þ ! Csð62S1=2Þ þ Csð72P1=2;3=2Þ
uð852 nmÞ þ Csð72P1=2;3=2Þ ! Csþ þ e 8%;

Csð62P1=2;3=2Þ þ Csð62P3=2Þ ! Csð62S1=2Þ þ CsðRydÞ
uð894 nmÞ þ CsðRydÞ ! Csþ þ e 26%;

Csð62P3=2Þ þ Csð62P3=2Þ ! Csð62S1=2Þ þ CsðRydÞ
uð852 nmÞ þ CsðRydÞ ! Csþ þ e 2%:

The excitation pooling reactions between two Cs(62 P) states

populate the higher Cs(72 P) and Rydberg states, which later

are photoionized primarily by 894 nm photons. This mecha-

nism explains 97% of plasma formation.

Another important species contributing to the plasma for-

mation, and electron and gas heating, are Cs(52D3/2,5/2) and

Cs(72S1/2) states. The Cs(52D3/2,5/2) states are dominantly

formed by electron impact of the Cs(62 P). They are quenched

FIG. 8. Efficiency for lasing at 894 nm as a function of the pump intensity

for buffers of (a) N2 and (b) C2H6 for Cs cell temperatures of 350–450 K.
FIG. 9. Electron density as a function of the pump intensity for buffers of

(a) N2 and (b) C2H6.
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dominantly by collisions with N2 (90%), which contributes to

gas heating, and radiative relaxation (10%). The formation of

Cs(72S1/2) is dominantly by electron impact of Cs(62 P). The

Cs(72S1/2) is then photoionized (56%) and quenched by colli-

sions with N2 (33%) which contributes both to increasing the

electron density and gas heating.

425 K: When the Cs cell temperature is increased, the

pathways responsible for the plasma formation change domi-

nantly to photoionization of Cs(72S1/2).

eþ Csð62P3=2Þ ! Csð72S1=2Þ þ e

uð894 nmÞ þ Csð72S1=2Þ ! Csþ þ e 76%;

while the remaining plasma is formed by the photoionization

of Cs(72 P) and Rydberg states by 894 nm (16%) and 852 nm

(8%) photons. The production of Cs(52D3/2,5/2) and Cs(72S1/2)

is similar to that at 400 K, but the destruction mechanisms

differ. At the higher temperature and larger Cs density,

about 40% of the Cs(52D3/2) and 44% of the Cs(72S1/2) are

quenched by superelastic electron collisions to Cs(62P1/2, 3/2).

These superelastic collisions heat the electrons and are

responsible for the higher electron temperature of 0.32 eV at

425 K compared with 0.19 eV at 400 K. The higher electron

temperature is then responsible for the production of Cs(72 S)

by direct electron impact on Cs(62 P). The higher densities of

Cs(72 S) then enable photoionization, which eventually

depletes the neutral Cs.

In summary, when operating at a cell temperature of

400 K (Cs density 7.14� 1013 cm�3) the plasma formation is

largely explained by the energy pooling reactions of

Cs(62 P), which populates higher excited states of Cs. At the

higher Cs densities (2.45� 1014 cm�3) at 425 K and above,

these higher excited states are produced by electron impact

excitation of the Cs(62 P), which is facilitated by super-

elastic electron heating.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A computational parametric study of the kinetics of the

Cs pulsed DPAL was performed for ethane and nitrogen col-

lisional relaxants. A pulse-periodic steady state was reached

after tens of pulses. The choice of relaxing agent affects

plasma formation and, consequently, laser performance. At

low system temperatures and low Cs vapor densities, plasma

is formed with densities 1012 cm�3 with both buffers pro-

duced largely by photoionization by the pump and laser. The

higher lying states that are photoionized are produced by

energy pooling reactions. These densities of both higher

lying states and of Csþ do not significantly affect laser per-

formance. With increasing temperature and increasing Cs

vapor density, the lower collisional mixing of the Cs(62 P)

levels by N2 enables higher electron temperatures compared

with the C2H6 buffer. These higher electron temperatures are

supported by superelastic collisions and produce the higher

lying states which are then photoionized producing higher

plasma densities to 1015 cm�3. The higher plasma densities

ultimately limit laser performance through depletion of Cs

vapor by formation of Csþ and collisional mixing of the laser

levels.

Benchmark experiments to determine the influence of

plasma formation on laser performance may be difficult to

perform as, for example, the use of electrical probes is chal-

lenging at high pressures. A possible benchmark experiment

is adding a small amount of a highly attaching gas that would

not perturb the laser kinetics but would consume low energy

electrons.

Ionization of both N2 and C2H6 are included in the reac-

tion mechanism, as is electron impact dissociation of N2.

Negligible densities of either N2
þ and C2H6

þ, or of N atoms

are produced due to the low electron temperatures. With the

threshold for electron impact dissociation of C2H6 being

7.6 eV, we do not expect that there will be a significant dis-

sociation of ethane, and so fragments of C2H6 were not

tracked in the model. Having said that, Zhdanov and Knize

observed the contamination of windows in their Cs DPAL

cell, which they attributed to the reactions of the alkali atoms

with ethane.31 Plasma production of vibrationally excited

C2H6 or even small densities of CxHy fragments would likely

accelerate the reactions of the type observed by Zhdanov and

Knize and contribute to contamination of optics.
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